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Abstract
The soybean cyst nematode, Heterodera glycines, is a devastating pathogen to soybean
worldwide. This obligate parasite establishes specialized feeding cells within host roots
that are required for completion of the nematode life cycle. In resistant soybean plants,
juveniles penetrate into roots, but subsequent degeneration of feeding cells prevents the
nematode from further growth and development. The soybean resistance genes and
signaling pathways controlling this process have not yet been identified. The Rhg4 locus,
a major QTL controlling soybean resistance against H. glycines was previously
sequenced and patented by two independent research groups and a gene encoding a
leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase protein (LRR-RLK) was proposed as the gene for
resistance. These claims, which have been generally accepted by the soybean community,
were never validated by functional studies to confirm that this was the correct gene for
resistance. In this study, a combination of approaches including TILLING, haplotyping,
and complementation were not able to confirm a role for this gene in resistance to H.
glycines. Consequently, further fine mapping and testing of additional candidate genes is
underway. In addition, the role of salicylic acid (SA), a key signaling molecule in plant
resistance to biotrophic pathogens was investigated for a role in Rhg4-mediated
resistance to H. glycines. Studies measuring endogenous SA levels in response to
nematode infection and parasitic success on transgenic plants compromised for SA
production or on soybean roots following exogenous application with SA, suggest that
SA plays a role in basal resistance, but may not play a major role in R gene-mediated
resistance to H. glycines.
x

CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1

Plant-parasitic nematodes are a group of diverse microscopic worms that feed on
living plant cells and are very serious agricultural pests. Soybean cyst nematode
(SCN, Heterodera glycines Ichinohe), an obligate sedentary endoparasite, is the
most damaging pathogen of soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr) causing $460 to
$818 million in soybean yield losses annually in the United States (Wrather &
Koenning, 2006). The primary means to control this nematode is to plant
nematode resistant soybean cultivars. Although natural host resistance is used
heavily, little is known about the molecular basis of the soybean resistance
response to SCN. To date soybean resistance genes to SCN have not been
cloned. Moreover, the resistance signaling pathway/s functioning in plant
resistance to SCN, have not been characterized. Nematodes belong to the
Kingdom Animalia making them very different from other major pathogen groups
such as fungi, bacteria, and viruses. Studies on plant-nematode interactions
serve as an excellent system to decipher how plants defend themselves against
root pathogens, an area that has received limited attention. A better
understanding of the underlying mechanism of soybean resistance could provide
insights that ultimately lead to more durable approaches for SCN management.

Biology of SCN
The life cycle of SCN consists of five life stages marked by four molts (Figure
1.1). After the second-stage juveniles (J2) hatch from eggs, they penetrate into
2

the root and migrate intracellularly through the root until they reach the vascular
cylinder. Upon reaching the vasculature, the J2 selects a cell to initiate the
formation of a permanent feeding cell (called a syncytium) and becomes
sedentary. Secretory proteins released from the stylet are secreted into plant
cells to remodel the cell for syncytium formation (Davis et al., 2000). A syncytium
is a complex of fused cells that forms by cell wall dissolution and coalescence of
adjacent cells. The syncytium is highly metabolically active and serves to provide
the nutrients required for the growth and development of SCN. The formation of
syncytia is vital for SCN to complete its life cycle. Thus, SCN is classified as a
biotrophic pathogen because it requires a living host (specifically a living
syncytium) to complete its life cycle. After three more molts, the juveniles have
matured into adult vermiform males and pyriform females. The vermiform male
migrates back out of the roots to fertilize the lemon-shaped female, which
protrudes onto the root surface, and then dies. The female secretes some of her
eggs in a gelatinous matrix outside her body, but the majority of eggs are
retained within her uterus. The dead female forms the cyst which protects the
eggs in the soil for many years in the absence of a host. When conditions
become favorable, the eggs are stimulated to hatch and the life cycle can repeat
itself. Typically, the life cycle of SCN takes 3-4 weeks depending on the soil
temperature, nutritional conditions, and geographic location.
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Figure 1.1. The life cycle of soybean cyst nematode. Reprinted from Mitchum
and Baum (2008) with permission from Springer.

SCN populations
SCN field populations are diverse in their ability to develop on resistant soybean
varieties. As a result, the HG (Heterodera glycines) type classification scheme
was developed to describe SCN population differences based on their ability to
reproduce on a set of seven soybean indicator lines and aid in management
decisions based on host resistance (Niblack et al., 2002).

SCN inbred lines

selected by single cyst descent on different resistant sources have also been
developed for research purposes (Niblack et al., 2002).
4

Soybean resistance to SCN
SCN typically penetrates into the roots of susceptible and resistant soybean
equally well (Mahalingam & Skorupska, 1996); however, disruption of syncytium
formation in resistant plants prevents SCN from completing its life cycle.
Histological studies have revealed that syncytia developing in resistant plants
undergo a hypersensitive-like response (Sobczak et al., 2005). Resistance
manifests itself as either a slow degeneration of syncytia 5-8 days after
nematode infection or a rapid hypersensitive cell death (HCD) as early as 2-4
days (Endo, 1965, Kim et al., 1987, Riggs et al, 1972) post-infection, depending
on the genetic background of the host. A large amount of effort has gone into
mapping the soybean genes that mediate resistance to SCN. As a result,
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) associated with SCN resistance have been identified
from a variety of plant introductions (PI) (Concibido et al., 2004). Among these
QTLs, Rhg1 on linkage group G (chromosome 18) and Rhg4 on linkage group
A2 (chromosome 8), are two major loci for SCN resistance. Rhg1 confers
resistance to SCN in all germplasms with resistance to SCN (Brucker et al., 2005)
and is considered to be the most important resistance gene to SCN in soybean
cultivars. Rhg4 is a dominant locus that is present in several PIs including
PI54840 (Peking) and PI437654 (Concibido et al., 2004). SCN resistance in the
soybean cultivar Forrest, which derives its resistance from Peking, is bigenic
requiring both Rhg1 and Rhg4 (Meksem et al., 2001). Rhg4 is dominant and
5

Rhg1 is co-dominant. Together, Rhg4 and Rhg1 explain 98% of the resistance to
SCN inbred line PA3 (Race 3; HG type 0). In Peking, syncytia undergo rapid
HCD with observable degeneration by 4-6 days post inoculation (dpi) and
necrosis by 7 dpi (Riggs et al, 1972). To date, the genes underlying the identified
soybean QTLs for SCN resistance have not been cloned and characterized, and
therefore, warrant further investigations.

Plant resistance
Generally speaking there are two branches of the plant immune system (Jones &
Dangl, 2006, Chisholm et al., 2006). One is basal resistance (also called PAMPtriggered immunity, PTI) which can be triggered by common features of
pathogens

called

microbe-

or

pathogen-associated

molecular

patterns

(MAMPs/PAMPs). Basal resistance is typically sufficient to prevent pathogen
infection; however, pathogens can develop effectors that suppress basal
resistance mechanisms which then leads to susceptibility. The other branch of
the plant immune system is resistance (R) gene- (also called effector–triggered
immunity, ETI) mediated resistance, where the R gene can subvert pathogen
effectors indirectly or directly and thus confers resistance to plants. This form of
resistance is generally race-specific.

Race-specific resistance against microbial pathogens in plants is achieved by
several different classes of resistance (R) proteins that are categorized based on
6

the presence of certain structural motifs (Kruut et al., 2005). Class 1 includes Pto
from tomato which consists of a serine/threonine kinase catalytic domain and a
myristoylation motif at its N-terminus (Martin et al., 1993, Loh et al., 1998). Class
2 is a large group of proteins from diverse plant species that contain a leucinerich repeat (LRR) domain, a putative nucleotide binding site (NBS) and an Nterminal putative leucine zipper (LZ) or coiled-coiled (CC) domain (reviewed by
Martin et al., 2003). The third class of R proteins, including the RPP protein
family of Arabidopsis and the N protein from tobacco, is similar to class 2, but
contain an N-terminal Toll and interleukin 1 (TIR)-like domain instead of a CC or
LZ sequence (reviewed by Martin et al., 2003). Class 4 is represented by tomato
Cf proteins, which have an extracellular LRR domain, a transmembrane (TM)
domain and a small cytoplasmic tail (reviewed by Joosten & de Wit, 1999). The
fifth class is represented by the receptor–like kinase (RLK) Xa21 from rice, which
has a cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase domain in addition to an extracellular
LRR domain and TM domain (Gomez-Gomez & Boller, 2000, Song et al., 1995).
Class 6 contains the Rpg1 protein from barley and it has two tandem protein
kinase domains and is believed to be localized in the plasma membrane
(Brueggeman et al., 2002). Class 7 is a class of relatively small proteins, which is
represented by RPW8 of Arabidopsis (Xiao et al., 2001). These proteins contain
a CC domain and may be anchored in the plasma membrane at the N-terminus.
There are only a few R proteins that cannot be categorized into one of the seven
classes described above (Nimchuk et al., 2003, Martin et al., 2003).
7

Several nematode resistance genes have been cloned and all but one (Hs1

pro-1

)

can be classified into one of the seven classes of plant R proteins. The first
nematode resistance gene cloned was the Hs1

pro-1

gene from sugarbeet (Cai et

al., 1997), which confers resistance against the sugar beet cyst nematode,
Heterodera schachtii. The encoded protein has imperfect LRRs and a predicted
protein structure similar to Cf9. The Mi-1 gene from tomato, which mediates
resistance to root-knot nematode (RKN) species (Milligan et al., 1998), is the
best characterized R gene to nematodes. Mi-1 belongs to the CC-NBS-LRR
subfamily of resistance proteins and its resistance is associated with a rapid
hypersensitive response (HR) following infection by avirulent RKN (Milligan et al.,
1998). The C-terminal LRR domain (leucine-rich repeat) of this protein is involved
in nematode recognition and signaling of HCD, while the N-terminal 161 amino
acids have a role in regulating this cell death (Hwang et al., 2000). The HeroA
gene from tomato (Ernst et al., 2002, Sobczak et al., 2005), as well as Gpa2
(Van der Vossen et al., 2000) and Gro1-4 (Paal et al., 2004) from potato, all
confer resistance to potato cyst nematode and are NBS-LRR resistance proteins.

Plant resistance signaling molecules and pathways
Phytohormones play important roles in plant defense signaling networks for a
wide variety of biotic stresses. The best characterized signaling molecules acting
in plant resistance against pathogens are salicylic acid (SA), ethylene (ET),
8

jasmonic acid (JA), and abscisic acid (ABA). These chemicals act synergistically
or antagonistically to one another (Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2007) and plants
take advantage of these positive and negative interactions to fine tune their
responses against a single pathogen or multiple attackers (Spoel et al., 2007).
Although there is a positive interaction between SA and JA/ET (Mur et al., 2006,
Truman et al., 2007), well documented data have shown SA and JA/ET are
usually antagonistic (Loake & Grant, 2007). SA is normally associated with plant
resistance

against

biotrophic

pathogens,

which

generally

involves

a

hypersensitive response (HR) (Mur et al., 1997) and systemic acquired
resistance (SAR) (Ryals et al., 1996, Dangl et al., 1996). The SA-mediated
response is normally ineffective against necrotrophic pathogens (Thomma et al.,
1998). Instead resistance to necrotrophs is generally associated with the JA/ET
signaling pathways. Necrotrophic infection often leads to the rapid accumulation
of JA and JA-inducible PR (pathogenesis-related) gene expression (Schenk et al.,
2000). Furthermore, when JA signaling is disrupted, plants exhibit enhanced
susceptibility (Thomma et al., 1998, Thomma et al., 1999) to necrotrophic
pathogens but increased resistance to biotrophic pathogens (Kloek et al., 2001).
Although ABA is essential for resistance to necrotrophic pathogens such as
Pythium irregulare and Alternaria brassicicola (Adie et al., 2007) and also can
limit the spread of viruses (Beffa et al., 1996, Rezzonico et al., 1998, MauchMani & Mauch, 2005), ABA is often a negative regulatory factor in biotic
pathogen resistance by interfering with the SA and JA/ET signaling pathways
9

(Yasuda et al., 2008, Mauch-Mani & Mauch, 2005). Taken together, SA is the
phytohormone that is typically involved in resistance to biotrophic pathogens
(Figure 1.2).

Pathogen stress

ABA
SA

Disease resistance
pathways

Biotroph resistance
Necrotroph susceptibility

JA/ET

Necrotroph resistance
(Biotroph susceptibility)

Viral spread

Figure 1.2. SA is a phytohormone that is typically involved in plant resistance to
biotrophs. SA: salicylic acid; JA: jasmonic acid; ET: ethylene; ABA abscisic acid.
Modified from Robert-Seilaniantz et al., 2007.

SA signaling
Salicylic acid gets its name from the Salix Plant (willow) because it was first
identified from the extracts of willow tree bark as a natural anti-inflammatory drug
(Rainsford, 1984, Weissman, 1991). Since SA was first reported to enhance
tobacco resistance to the tobacco mosaic virus (Anthoniw, 1980, White, 1979), a
10

large number of studies have demonstrated that SA plays a crucial role in basal
and R gene-mediated resistance to biotrophic pathogens (Glazebrook, 2005,
Halim et al., 2007). Mutant plants compromised in SA biosynthesis and signaling,
such as sid2 and npr1, or plants expressing nahG (a bacterial gene that
degrades SA) exhibit decreased resistance to biotrophic pathogens and fail to
trigger the expression of PR genes in response to pathogen attack (Nawrath &
Metraux, 1999, Gaffney et al., 1993, Delaney et al., 1994, Lawton et al., 1995,
Cao et al., 1994, Delaney et al., 1995, Glazebrook et al., 1996, Shah et al., 1997).
Once the SA pathway is triggered by pathogens, plants generally accumulate SA
locally and systemically (Yalpani et al., 1993, Metraux et al., 1990, Meuwly et al.,
1995, Rasmussen et al., 1991, Malamy et al., 1990, Summermatter et al., 1995,
Uknes et al., 1993). SA typically exists in plants as a nontoxic SA 2-O-β-Dglucoside which acts as a source of free SA that is stored in vacuoles (Enyedi et
al., 1992, Malamy et al., 1992, Dean et al., 2005). Free SA is normally hard to
detect in plants (Tenhaken & Rubel, 1997, Stacey et al., 2006, Dean et al., 2005).
Pathogen responsive SA (Figure 1.3) is mainly synthesized from chorismate by
the enzymes isochorismate synthase (ICS1) encoded by SID2 and isochorismate
pyruvate lyase (IPL) (Wildermuth et al., 2001). The same pathway has been
identified in SA production by bacteria (Mercado-Blanco et al., 2001). SA
production from phenylalanine to benzoic acid, which is catalyzed by
phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL), seems to be a minor pathway when plants
are under stress (Wildermuth et al., 2001, Catinot et al., 2008).
11

Following pathogen perception, PAD4 (phytoalexin-deficient), a protein carrying a
lipase domain, is activated. The activation of PAD4 can trigger SA signaling and
another unknown pathway. This elusive pathway is possibly related to
phytoalexin camalexin and ET production (Heck et al., 2003). SA signaling then
proceeds through SID1 (EDS5, a multidrug and toxin extrusion-MATE protein)
(Nawrath et al., 2002) and SID2 (isochorismate synthase), leading to SA
accumulation. In response to SA accumulation, an HR is triggered in an R gene
dependent manner and PR-1 gene expression is activated through either an
NPR1 (nonexpresser of PR genes)-dependent (Cao et al., 1997) or NPR1independent pathway (Takahashi et al., 2002, Kachroo et al., 2000) leading to
plant resistance.

Although SA is widely distributed throughout the plant kingdom (Raskin et al.,
1990) and its function in plant defense has been well studied in Arabidopsis, little
is known about SA signaling in crop plants, including soybean.

12

Pathogen stress
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Camalexin /ET?

ESD5(SID1)
chorismate

CM
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arogenate
phenylalanine
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SA
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plant resistance
Figure 1.3. SA signaling in plant resistance to pathogens. CM: chorismate

mutase; ICS: isochorismate synthase; PAL: phenylalanine ammonia lyases; PR
gene: pathogenesis related gene; HR: hypersensitive response.

Functional genomic tools in soybean
Recently, the sequencing of the soybean genome (Schmutz et al., 2009)
combined with the development of high-throughput functional genomic
technologies provide new opportunities to study SCN-soybean interactions. A
13

number of approaches to facilitate studies of gene function in soybean have
recently been developed and validated (Cooper et al., 2008, Meksem et al., 2008,
Stacey et al., 2004, Zhang et al., 2009, Zhang & Ghabrial, 2006). One approach
has been the development of a TILLING (Targeting Induced Local Lesions in
Genomes) platform in soybean (Cooper et al., 2008, Meksem et al., 2008).
TILLING combines random chemical mutagenesis with PCR-based screening to
identify point mutations in genes of interest. TILLING offers the opportunity to
identify a series of allelic mutations, including null alleles in target genes. In
addition to TILLING, VIGS (Virus-Induced Gene Silencing) and RNAi (RNA
interference) approaches have also been developed and validated in soybean for
studying the function of a specific gene or groups of genes through targeted
knock down of transcript levels (Stacey et al., 2004). Application of VIGS to
studies of soybean root pathogens is still in the early stages of development, but
its use for studying foliar pathogens has been demonstrated (Zhang & Ghabrial,
2006). An RNAi approach requires the use of classical soybean transformation
methods (Hinchee et al, 1988, McCable et al, 1988, Finer and McMullen, 1991)
which are laborious, inefficient, and time consuming. Fortunately, for studies
related

to

soybean

root

biology,

Agrobacterium

rhizogenes-mediated

transformation methods can be employed to bypass some of these obstacles. A.
rhizogenes is a relative of A. tumefaciens that transfers its root-inducing (RI)
plasmid derived T-DNA into the plant genome to produce neoplastic and
plagiotropic roots (Chilton et al, 1982). Transgenic hairy roots have been used as
14

a reliable and efficient method to study molecular interactions between plants
and nematodes. Complementation analysis using sugar beet hairy roots provided
confirmation of the first cloned nematode resistance gene (Cai et al., 1997).
Consequently, hairy roots have also been employed to study soybean-SCN
interactions (Wang et al., 2007).

Rationale
Soybean is the second most important crop in the United States and SCN is
consistently the most economically important pathogen on soybean. Improved
resistance to SCN represents the most cost-effective and environmentally
friendly approach for SCN management. To achieve this goal, a more thorough
understanding of the SCN-soybean interaction including the molecular
mechanisms utilized by the plant to resist infection by SCN is needed. The
results presented in the following chapters will detail functional analyses
conducted to test a candidate gene for resistance to SCN at the Rhg4 locus, a
major QTL controlling soybean resistance against SCN. In addition, experiments
designed to test whether salicylic acid, a key signaling molecule in plant
resistance against pathogens, plays a role in Rhg4-mediated resistance to SCN
are described.
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Abstract

Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) causes nearly $1 billion annually in soybean yield
losses in the US. The Rhg4 locus is one of the major QTL controlling soybean
resistance against SCN Race 3 (HG Type 0) in Forrest. However, the gene for
resistance has not been cloned and the nature of the resistance mechanism
remains to be elucidated. A candidate Rhg4 gene that codes for a leucine-rich
repeat receptor-like kinase protein (LRR-RLK) was cloned by map-based cloning.
LRR-RLKs represent one of seven classes of resistance proteins identified in
plants. To confirm the function of the LRR-RLK candidate gene in SCN
resistance, a large collection of soybean EMS-mutants was screened by TILLING.
A nonsense mutation in the LRR domain was identified and confirmed, however,
the SCN resistance phenotype of the mutant was not altered. Haplotyping
studies also did not correlate this LRR-RLK gene with SCN resistance and ruled
out the possibility of functional redundancy by a second copy of the LRR-RLK
gene identified in the soybean genome. Finally, complementation analysis
demonstrated that this gene does not confer resistance to SCN. Further fine
mapping of the Rhg4 locus is underway and a number of additional candidate
genes have been identified for further analysis. Cloning and characterization of
SCN resistance genes will provide a much needed understanding of the
molecular basis of soybean resistance to SCN.
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Introduction

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines Ichinohe) (SCN) is the most
devastating pest in the production of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) (Wrather
& Koenning, 2006). Management of SCN continues to be a top priority for
soybean growers and relies predominantly on the use of resistant soybean
cultivars and rotation with nonhost crops. More than 100 sources of SCN
resistant soybean germplasm have been identified, however, only a few have
been incorporated into soybean breeding programs. The vast majority of SCN
resistance is derived from the plant introductions (PI) 54840 (Peking) and 88788.
More than 90% of commercially available soybean cultivars have SCN resistance
that is derived from PI88788 (Niblack et al., 2003). SCN populations that can
reproduce on all current sources of resistance have been identified (Niblack et al.,
2003) and recent surveys have noted an increase in SCN field populations that
can reproduce on PI88788 (Mitchum et al., 2007, Niblack et al., 2008).

Despite the heavy reliance on host plant resistance to manage cyst nematodes,
the identity of the genes controlling soybean resistance to SCN, are unknown.
Soybean resistance to different HG types has been shown to be under the
control of multiple quantitative trait loci (QTL; reviewed in Concibido et al., 2004).
The soybean cultivar Forrest represents determinate, Southern germplasm
(Hartwig & Epps, 1973) that derives its resistance from Peking. It was the first
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soybean cultivar to incorporate SCN resistance with yield, saving billions of
dollars lost to SCN in the 1970’s. It is an important parent of modern cultivars,
including Hartwig, Ina and many others that have introgressed an improved SCN
resistance from PI437654 (Myers & Anand, 1991, Prabhu et al., 1999). As a
consequence, this cultivar has been the subject of intense research to identify
the genes for SCN resistance. A population of 100 F5 derived recombinant
inbred lines (RILs) from the cross 'Essex' (Smith & Camper, 1973) x 'Forrest'
(Hartwig & Epps, 1973) was used to construct a high density genetic map of the
genomic areas carrying disease resistance loci to SCN (Njiti et al., 1998,
Meksem et al., 2001c, Meksem et al., 1999). Fine mapping of genes controlling
SCN resistance was performed in two near-isogenic line (NIL) populations
(Meksem et al., 2001a). Analysis of the RILS and NILS demonstrated that
resistance to SCN HG type 0 (Race 3) in soybean cv ‘Forrest’ is bigenic
(Meksem et al., 2001c). The underlying genes included Rhg1, a codominant
gene on linkage group G, and Rhg4, a dominant gene on linkage group A2.

The construction of a Forrest BAC library provided for the integrated physical
map of the Rhg1 and Rhg4 regions and the identification of candidate gene
sequences for Rhg1 and Rhg4 using map-based cloning, a candidate gene
approach, and substitution mapping using NILs (Meksem et al., 1999, Meksem et
al., 2000, Meksem et al., 2001a, Meksem et al., 2001b, Meksem et al., 2001c).
The Rhg1 and Rhg4 genomic regions were sequenced and patented by two
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independent research groups and LRR-RLK genes were proposed as the
candidate SCN resistance genes (Lightfoot et al., 2002, Hauge et al., 2001). To
date, functional studies using complementation or knock out approaches to
confirm that the LRR-RLK genes confer SCN resistance, have not been
published.

In this study, a combination of approaches including TILLING, haplotyping, and
complementation analysis demonstrated that the LRR-RLK gene underlying the
Rhg4 locus on linkage group A2 (chromosome 8) is not the correct gene for SCN
resistance. These studies reveal that more precise fine mapping and testing of
additional candidate genes is necessary. The cloning and characterization of
soybean resistance genes to SCN will provide crucial insight into the
mechanisms of genetic resistance needed to develop improved resistance to this
important pathogen of soybean.

Materials and Methods

Nematode and plant material
Soybean cyst nematode (SCN, Heterodera glycines Ichinohe) inbred line PA3
(Race 3; HG type 0) was cultured on soybean (Glycine max cv. Williams 82)
using standard procedures (Niblack et al., 1993). This culture was obtained from
a publicly available collection maintained at the University of Illinois. The soybean
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cultivars, Forrest and Essex, used in this study are PA3-resistant and PA3susceptible, respectively. Recombinant inbred lines differing at the Rhg4 locus
were generated from a cross between Forrest and Essex (Lightfoot et al., 2005).
The RIL line ExF67 (Rhg1FRhg1FRhg4FRhg4F) is resistant to PA3 and the RIL
line ExF63 (Rhg1FRhg1FRhg4ERhg4E) is susceptible to SCN PA3.

Soybean TILLING
The

soybean

(cvs.

Forrest

and

Williams

82)

TILLING

platform

(http://www.soybeantilling.org) was developed at Southern Illinois University by
Dr. Khalid Meksem’s group.

Bacterial strains
Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used for plasmid propagation. Agrobacterium
rhizogenes strain K599 was used for soybean hairy root transformation. E. coli
and A. rhizogenes were cultured in LB media (pH 7.0) with appropriate antibiotics
at 37°C and 28°C, respectively.

SCN phenotyping
Soybean seedlings were germinated in ragdolls at 27 oC for two days and planted
randomly into 2” PVC pipes filled with pasteurized sandy loam soil (75% sand)
fitted into 1 liter plastic crocks. Cysts were extracted from infested soil by flotation
in water and collected on a 250-μm sieve. Harvested cysts were gently crushed
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using a drill press and the eggs collected on a 25-μm sieve (Faghihi & Ferris,
2000). Eggs were further purified on a sucrose-density gradient and diluted to
1000 eggs/ml of water. Individual seedlings were inoculated with 1ml of the egg
suspension. Crocks were maintained in a thermoregulated 27ºС waterbath
system in the greenhouse. Cyst counts were determined at 30 days postinoculation.

For hairy root infection assays, eggs were surface-sterilized in 0.02% sodium
azide for 20 min, washed with sterile water, and set up to hatch in the presence
of gentamicin at 1.5 mg/ml and nystatin at 0.05% mg/ml at 27 oC on a modified
Baermann pan for 2 days. Freshly hatched juveniles (J2) were collected and
surface-sterilized in a solution containing 0.01% mercuric chloride, 0.001% Triton
X-100, and 0.02% sodium azide for 7 min. Juveniles were washed four times with
sterile water and resuspended in sterile 0.1% agarose at a concentration of 450
J2/25 µl. Transgenic soybean hairy roots were root-tip propagated for three days
and transferred to cellophane in square Petri plates containing MXB agar
medium [MS basal nutrient salts (Caisson Laboratories, North Logan, UT), 1×
Gamborg’s B-5 vitamins (Sigma), 3% sucrose, 0.8% Type A agar (Sigma), pH
5.7] for nematode inoculation. Each root was inoculated with 25 μl of the
nematode suspension approximately 1cm from the tip. After three days, roots
were transferred onto MXB media without cellophane. Cysts were counted 30
days after inoculation.
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Genotyping
Allele-specific dCAPs primers (Table 2.1) were designed using the dCAPs Finder
2.0 Website (http://helix.wustl.edu/dcaps/dcaps.html; Neff et al., 1998). PCR
conditions used were 94ºС for 2 min followed by 35 cycles of 94ºС for 30 sec, 30
sec at specified annealing temperature (see Table 2.1), and 72ºС for 30 sec with
a final step of 72ºС for 7min. Restriction enzyme digestion (New England Biolabs)
of PCR products was conducted at 37ºС for 2 hours and the resultant products
were separated on 3.9% metaphor agarose (Cambrex) gels.

For haplotyping analysis, primer sets 423 and M2 (Table 2.1) were used to
amplify from genomic DNA isolated from ExF RIL lines according to the
procedure above. PCR products were directly sequenced.

To confirm the expression of LRR-RLKF1 in transgenic soybean hairy root lines,
mRNA was isolated using the Dynabeads® mRNA DIRECT™ Kit (Dynal). Eluted
mRNA was further subjected to DNaseI treatment (Roche) and cDNA was
synthesized using a 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. LRR-RLKF1 was amplified from cDNA using primer
set 423 (Table 2.1). PCR products were either directly sequenced or cloned into
the pGEM-T easy vector (Promega) for sequencing of individual clones.

DNA blot analysis
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Genomic DNA was extracted from leaf tissue of 6 day old soybean seedlings
using the DNeasy Plant Maxi kit (Qiagen). DNA samples were digested for 24
hours with EcoRI, ApaI and EcoRI/ApaI and fragments were separated on a
0.7% agarose gel for 3.5 hours at 60 volts. DNA was blotted to a positively
charged nylon membrane (Roche) by capillary transfer with 20X SSC and then
crosslinked to the membrane at 1200x100 µJ/cm2 using a UV crosslinker (FBUVXL-1000, FisherBiotech). A DIG-labeled DNA probe corresponding to
sequence encoding the LRR domain of LRR-RLKFI was generated using primers
Rhg4Cla and CopyII ApaI and the PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit (Roche)
according the manufacturer’s instructions. The primer sequences were: Rhg4Cla
5’-ATGTCGAATTTTCTCAAATCCC-3’; CopyII ApaI 5’-CCCCTGAAGCTCATT
ATTATCC-3’. The blot was hybridized with probe for 17 hours at 51.26ºС.
Following hybridization, the blot was washed three times for 5 min each at room
temperature with 2XSSC containing 0.1% SDS followed by three 20 min washes
at 68oC with 0.5XSSC containing 0.1% SDS. Immunological detection was
performed using an anti-DIG-alkaline phosphatase conjugated antibody and
CDP-star according to the DIG application manual (Roche).

LRR-RLK cloning
Total RNA was extracted from SCN-infected soybean root tissues using the
RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Total RNA was treated with RNase-free DNaseI Kit (Qiagen) and cDNA was
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synthesized using a 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche). LRR-RLK cDNA
sequences were amplified using the following primers: Rhg4 5'UTR EcoRI, 5’CCGGAATTCCACAAACACTTCTCCCAACCC-3’ and Rhg4 3'UTR BamHI 5’CGCGGATCCGTTGTCTCGTTTATCAATTCGG-3’. The PCR products were
cloned into the pCR4 vector using TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen) and
individual clones were sequenced. Subclones of the soybean BAC clone 100B10
were generated in the binary vector V41 (pCLD04541) in the Meksem lab by
restriction digestion with EcoRI and HindIII. One of the subclones called 11F
was partially sequenced and confirmed to carry the full-length LRR-RLKF1.
sequence including the promoter sequence. The 11F subclone was used to
generate soybean hairy roots for complementation analysis.

Hairy root transformation
Soybean seeds were placed in glass Petri dishes and sterilized with chlorine gas
in a desiccator for 16 h by mixing 100 mL of household bleach with 3.5 mL of
12N hydrochloric acid in a beaker and placing it in the desiccator with the seeds.
Sterilized seeds were germinated in deep well Petri dishes on ¼X Gamborg’s B5 medium [Gamborg’s B-5 basal medium with minimal organics (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO), 0.8% Type A agar (Sigma), pH 5.7] for 8 days. Cut cotyledons were
vacuum infiltrated for 20 min with an overnight culture of Agrobacterium
rhizogenes strain K599 (transformed with the 11F subclone from BAC clone
100B10) resuspended in ¼X Gamborg’s B-5 liquid medium to an OD600 of 0.2 to
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0.3 and placed in Petri dishes on chromatography paper pre-wetted with ¼X
Gamborg’s liquid media. Cotyledons were incubated for 3 days in a 26 oC growth
chamber set for long day (16h light:8h dark) conditions. After 3 days, cotyledons
were washed for 1 hour on a rotary shaker with ¼X Gamborg’s liquid media
supplemented with 238 µg/ml timentin (GlaxoSmithKline). Cut cotyledons were
placed vertically (cut end up) into MXB agar plates supplemented with 238 µg/ml
timentin and 200 µg/ml kanamycin. Plates were incubated in a 26 oC growth
chamber set for long days. Fourteen days post-inoculation hairy roots emerging
from the callus formed on the cut cotyledons were root tip propagated onto MXB
media supplemented with 238 µg/ml timentin and 200 µg/ml kanamycin. Hairy
roots were passed three times on new media to select transformed roots and
remove contaminating Agrobacterium prior to use in nematode infection assays.

Results

TILLING of a LRR-RLK candidate Rhg4 gene
TILLING was used to identify an allelic series of mutations in a leucine-rich
repeat receptor-like kinase (LRR-RLK) candidate gene at the Rhg4 locus on
linkage group A2 (chromosome 8). Two regions spanning 1.5kb were TILLED
(Figure 2.1A). From the analysis of 768 DNA samples representing EMS
mutagenized soybean cv. Forrest M2 lines, a total of five mutations were
identified. A silent mutation in the leucine-rich repeat domain (Q263=), a mutation
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causing a premature stop codon in the leucine-rich repeat domain (Q263*), a
mutation resulting in a leucine to phenylalanine substitution just upstream of the
transmembrane domain (L417F), a silent mutation at amino acid 516 (Q516=),
and a leucine to phenylalanine substitution upstream from the start of the
predicted kinase domain (L537F) were identified (Figure 2.1). SIFT (Sorting
Intolerant From Tolerant) predictions were made on all missense mutations. SIFT
predicts whether an amino acid substitution affects protein function based on
sequence homology and the physical properties of amino acids (Henikoff &
Comai, 2003). SIFT predictions with IC <3.25 are considered confident. Changes
with a SIFT score <0.05 are predicted to be damaging to the protein. Both
missense mutations identified had IC values <3.25 (Figure 2.1B) and thus the
SIFT predictions can be considered confident. TILLING mutations Q263* and
L537F were predicted to be deleterious to the protein.

Genotyping and phenotyping of all mutant lines was conducted, including silent
mutations as controls. Mutant plants were analyzed by PCR using allele-specific
dCAPs primers (Table 2.1). Amplified products were digested with the
appropriate restriction enzyme and separated by gel electrophoresis to confirm
the presence of the mutation and determine the zygosity of each plant. We were
not able to confirm the mutations in M3 plants for the L417F, L537F, and Q516=
mutants (Figures A.1-A.3). However, mutations were confirmed in M3 plants for
the Q263= and Q263* mutants and homozygous individuals were identified. The
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zygosity of the M2 plants for the Q263= mutation and Q263* mutation were
determined to be heterozygous and homozygous, respectively. All six M3
individuals screened for the Q263= mutation were homozygous for the mutation
(Figure A.4). As expected, no change in the SCN resistance phenotype was
observed. Genotyping of 17 individual M3 plants for the Q263* mutation with
dCAPs primer set M2 (Table 2.1) identified 12 individuals heterozygous for the
mutation, five wild-type individuals, and no homozygous individuals (Figure A.5).
This was not the expected 1:2:1 (Wt:Het:Homo) segregation pattern. We
reasoned that either the homozygous mutants had a lethal phenotype, or the
dCAPs primers were amplifying another gene that was masking the
homozygotes. To test the second possibility, the lines were genotyped using the
dCAPs primer set 423 (Table 2.1) designed for the Q263= mutant, where
homozygotes were observed (Figure A.4). Using this primer set, five
homozygous individuals were identified (Table 2.2; Figure A.6). All 17 plants had
a SCN female index less than 10%, similar to wild-type Forrest (Table 2.2; Figure
A.6).

These TILLING data suggested that this LRR-RLK gene sequence did not confer
SCN resistance. However, the PCR fragment generated using the M2 primer set
was sequenced and found to contain a mixed amplicon of sequences differing by
12 nucleotides that resulted in two amino acid differences. The two sequences
could also be distinguished by the presence or absence of an ApaI restriction site.
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These data suggested that Forrest likely contained at least one other copy of a
gene with similarity to the candidate LRR-RLK gene. Thus, the possibility existed
that functional redundancy between these two genes may have resulted in the
lack of any change in the SCN resistance phenotype of the homozygous Q263*
TILLING mutant and was explored further.

Identification and sequencing of a closely related copy of the LRR-RLK
candidate gene
DNA blot analysis was used to confirm the presence of a second closely related
copy of the LRR-RLK candidate gene using the restriction fragment length
polymorphism (ApaI) identified from the M2 amplicon. No EcoRI sites were found
in the Forrest LRR-RLK gene sequence. Genomic DNA was isolated from Essex
and Forrest, digested with EcoRI, ApaI, and EcoRI/ApaI and hybridized with a
probe corresponding to the sequence encoding the leucine-rich repeat domain.
DNA blot analysis confirmed that both Forrest and Essex contain two closely
related copies of the LRR-RLK gene. Digestion with EcoRI resulted in a single
hybridizing band of approximately 9.5kb (Figure 2.2). Simultaneous digestion
with EcoRI and ApaI revealed a second hybridizing fragment (Figure 2.2).

To isolate the corresponding cDNA sequences, total RNA was isolated from
Essex and Forrest root tissues infected with SCN and used for cDNA synthesis.
Two different cDNA sequences from both Forrest and Essex were isolated by
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PCR and predicted to encode LRR-RLK proteins (Figure A.7). From this point on,
these genes are referred to as LRR-RLKF1, LRR-RLKFII, LRR-RLKEI, and LRRRLKEII. The sequences have been deposited in Genbank under the following
accession numbers: LRR-RLKF1 (DQ439708); LRR-RLKFII (DQ439709); LRRRLKEI (DQ439710); LRR-RLKEII (DQ439711). DNA blot analysis and sequencing
confirmed the presence of LRR-RLKFI on BAC clone 100B10 (Figure A.8).

Haplotype-based association analysis of the LRR-RLK candidate gene
A comparison of the Forrest and Essex LRR-RLK cDNA sequences identified a
series of 4 SNPs at nucleotide positions 855, 862, 1017, 1026 in copy I
sequences and 861, 868, 1023, 1032 in copy II sequences that could be used to
differentiate the four sequences (Table 2.3). Two primer sets, one specific for
copy I sequences, Rhg4Q263*f and Rhg4M423R, and another which amplified
both copy I and copy II sequences, Rhg4Q263*f and Rhg4cDNAM2, were used
for haplotype-based association analysis of a set of Essex x Forrest (ExF)
recombinant inbred lines (Lightfoot et al., 2005). Twenty-four ExF RILs were
haplotyped. One RIL, ExF63, carried LRR-RLKEI and LRR-RLKFII, but the plant
was SCN susceptible (Table 2.3). This result indicated that the LRR-RLKFII gene
does not function in resistance to SCN. The SCN-resistant ExF74 RIL line carried
LRR-RLKEI and LRR-RLKFII (Table 2.3). This result confirmed that the LRR-RLKFI
gene does not function in SCN resistance.
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Complementation analysis using the LRR-RLK candidate gene
The fact that SCN resistance to Hg-type 0 (Race 3) is bigenic (Meksem et al.,
2001) necessitated the use of an SCN susceptible RIL that carries the Forrest
Rhg1 allele for complementation studies to test Rhg4 candidate genes for their
role in SCN resistance. For that reason, RIL ExF63 (Rhg1FRhg1F/Rhg4ERhg4E)
was selected for use in complementation assays. The RIL line ExF67 was
included as a resistant control. Because soybean is very difficult to transform,
SCN resistance was tested in transgenic hairy roots generated with
Agrobacterium rhizogenes. Hairy root cultures for the selected ExF RILs were
first established and subjected to SCN infection assays to confirm that the
resistant and susceptible phenotypes of the RILs are maintained in hairy root
cultures (Figure 2.3).

A subclone (11F) from the BAC clone 100B10 containing the LRR-RLKFI
sequence under control of its native promoter was then used to generate
transgenic soybean hairy root lines in the ExF63 background for SCN infection
assays. Soybean hairy root lines transformed with the vector (V41) were used as
controls. As expected, ExF67 hairy root lines transformed with either the vector
only or the LRR-RLKFI gene were resistant to SCN (cyst count <3) (Figure 2.4A).
Individual ExF63 hairy root lines transformed with either vector only or the LRRRLKFI, were variable in their susceptibility to SCN, but the majority of lines had
cysts counts higher than ExF67 (cyst count >3) (Figure 2.4A). To confirm that the
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ExF63 lines with high cyst counts were expressing LRR-RLKFI, total mRNA was
isolated from select lines (1, 3, and 9; Figure 2.4A) and cDNA was generated.
The 423 primer set (Table 2.1) specific for LRR-RLKFI was used to amplify from
cDNA and the product was sequenced. For additional verification, PCR products
were cloned and individual clones were sequenced. This analysis confirmed that
the ExF63 lines with high cyst counts were expressing the LRR-RLKFI sequence
(Figure 2.4B). These data provided final confirmation that the LRR-RLKFI
sequence does not confer resistance to SCN.
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A
1st 1.5kb TILLED

2nd 1.5kb TILLED

L537F
TM

LRR-RLKFI

L417F Q516=

Q263=
Q263*

B
Mutation
g1626a
c1327t
c1747t
c865t
c865t

Effect
Q516=
L417F
L537F
Q263*
Q263=

SIFT (IC)
n/a
0.07(3.15)
0.00(3.03)
n/a

Zygosity
Het
Het
Het
Het
Homo

Figure 2.1. TILLING mutants identified in the LRR-RLK candidate Rhg4 gene
from the soybean cultivar Forrest. (A) Two regions spanning 1.5kb of the gene
were TILLED and five mutants were identified. (B) Description of the nucleotide
change, effect on the protein, SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant;
http://sift.jcvi.org/) scores, and zygosity of the M2 parent plant for each TILLING
mutant identified.
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Table 2.1. Primer sets, enzymes, and PCR annealing temperatures used for
genotyping LRR-RLK TILLING mutants.
dCAPS primer sets (mismatch underlined)
Mutants
Rhg4Q263=
(423 Primer Set)
Rhg4Q263*
(M2 Primer Set)
Rhg4L417F
Rhg4Q516=
Rhg4L537F

Primer name
Rhg4Q263=f
Rhg4M423R
Rhg4Q263*f
Rhg4cDNAM2
Rhg4L417Ff
Rhg4cDNAM3
Rhg4Q516=f
R2
Rhg4L537Ff

Primer sequences (5'-3')
GAAAGTTTCTCTGGATAATAATGAGCTGCA
ATCATTCCCCTTCCACGACT
AGAAAGTTTCTCTGGATAATAATGAGATT
GAGAAACAGGGTTTGCAGGGTA
AATGCTTTGCTTGGGAAAGCT
AAGGAGGCTTTAAACTTGATGCT
TGGTGGTGTTCCAGTTGAGTTGCAAATCTA
CATTGAAAGGCTTTTGGTCT
TTTAGATGGTCCAACATTTTCTATCCAGATT

R2

CATTGAAAGGCTTTTGGTCT
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Enzyme
Pst I

o

C
58

Hin fI

56

Hin dIII

62

Xba I

56

Hin fI
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Table 2.2. Zygosity and SCN resistance phenotype of individual M3 plants for the
Q263* TILLING mutant. The five homozygous individuals identified had a SCN
female index less than 10%, similar to wild-type Forrest.

Plant ID
Forrest
3-1 (5/13)
3-4 (5/13)
3-1 (5/24)
3-2 (5/24)
3-3 (5/24)
3-4 (5/24)
3-5 (5/24)
3-6 (5/24)
3-7 (5/24)
3-8 (5/24)
3-10 (5/24)
3-11 (5/24)
3-12 (5/24)
3-1 (6/23)
3-2 (6/23)
3-3 (6/23)
3-4 (6/23)

Zygosity
Homo
Het
Homo
Homo
Homo
WT
WT
Homo
Het
WT
WT
Het
WT
Het
Het
Het
Het
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Female Index (FI)
4.9
1.4
1.4
3
6
6
6
9
3
3
6
0
6
6
2.7
3.1
4.9
2.7

E/

A

I
a

Ap

Ec

A
E/

o

RI

Essex

I
a
Ap

Ec

o

RI

Forrest

23 kb

Copy I

9.4 kb
6.5 kb

Copy I

4.3 kb

2.3 kb

Figure 2.2. DNA blot analysis of Forrest and Essex genomic DNA using a probe
corresponding to the sequence encoding the LRR domain of LRR-RLKFI. No
EcoRI sites were found in the LRR-RLKFI gene sequence. Digestion with EcoRI
resulted in a single hybridizing band of approximately 9.5kb. Double digestion
with EcoRI and ApaI revealed a second hybridizing band of approximately 6.0kb.
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Table 2.3. Haplotype analysis of select ExF RILs and corresponding SCN
resistance phenotypes. All ExF RILs are homozygous for the Rhg1F allele. SNP
positions are at nucleotides 855, 862, 1017, and 1026 for copy I sequences. SNP
positions are at nucleotides 861, 868, 1023, and 1032 for copy II sequences.

Genotype SNP
Forrest
G
Essex
ExF4
ExF14
ExF17
ExF37
ExF61
ExF63
ExF74

SNP
G

SNP
G

SNP
T

Haplotype
LRR-RLK FI

T

G

A

C

LRR-RLK FII

G

A

G

T

LRR-RLK EI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK FI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK FI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK FI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK FI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK FI

T

G

G

T

LRR-RLK EII

G

A

G

T

LRR-RLK EI

T

G

A

C

LRR-RLK FII

G

A

G

T

T

G

A

C

LRR-RLK EI
LRR-RLK FII
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SCN Phenoytpe
Resistant
Susceptible
Resistant
Resistant
Resistant
Resistant
Resistant
Susceptible
Resistant

A
EXF67

B

EXF63

16

Cyst Number per Root

14

12
10
8
6
4
2

0

EXF67

Figure 2.3.

EXF63

SCN development on hairy roots generated from resistant and

susceptible soybean. (A) Fewer adult females develop on hairy roots of resistant
ExF67 as compared to hairy roots of susceptible EXF63. (B) The cyst number on
hairy roots of ExF63 is statistically significantly higher than the number on EXF67
(P<0.001).
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A
Genotype
ExF67
ExF67
ExF63
ExF63

Cyst Counts of Independent Transgenic Lines
Construct Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 Line 7 Line 8 Line 9 Line 10 Line 11 Line 12 Line 13 Line 14
Vector
3
0
2
1
2
0
LRR-RLK FI
0
0
2
0
0
0
Vector
5
4
0
2
7
6
7
12
1
3
11
LRR-RLK FI
26
6
10
2
6
3
7
10
23
15
4
10
10
8

B
Line
EXF63
Vector Line 5
EXF67
Vector Line 2
EXF63
LRR-RLK FI Line 1

Sequence chromatograph
G

A

Haplotype
Cyst count
G T LRR-RLK E1
7

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK F1

0

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK F1

26

G

A

G

T

LRR-RLK E1

EXF63
LRR-RLK FI Line 3

G

G

G

T

LRR-RLK F1

G

A

G

T

LRR-RLK E1

EXF63
LRR-RLK FI Line 9

G

G

G

T

G

A

G

T

LRR-RLK F1
LRR-RLK E1

10
23

Figure 2.4. Complementation analysis using the LRR-RLKFI candidate Rhg4
gene. (A) SCN cyst counts of independent soybean hairy root lines generated in
the ExF63 and ExF67 backgrounds transformed with either the vector alone or
the LRR-RLKF1 gene. (B) Confirmation of LRR-RLKF1 expression in select
transgenic hairy root lines with high cyst counts.

Discussion
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Reliance on resistant soybean cultivars for controlling SCN makes it desirable to
identify and clone the genes controlling resistance, which will not only contribute
to our understanding of the interaction between nematodes and plants, but may
provide insight for the development of improved plant resistance through both
traditional breeding and transgenic approaches. Nevertheless, despite more than
a decade of mapping efforts, no soybean genes for SCN resistance have been
cloned and validated for a role in resistance. The Rhg4 (and Rhg1) genomic
region was sequenced and patented by two independent research groups and an
LRR-RLK gene was proposed as the candidate SCN resistance gene (Hauge et
al., 2001, Lightfoot & Meksem, 2002). However, these claims, which became
generally accepted by the soybean community, were never validated by
functional studies to confirm that this was the correct gene for resistance. The
same holds true for Rhg1.

Consequently, in collaboration with Dr. Khalid Meksem’s group who conducted
the initial mapping studies that led to the identification of the LRR-RLK gene as a
strong candidate for SCN resistance at the Rhg4 locus, additional plant materials
and tools for studying gene function in soybean were developed and employed to
test this candidate LRR-RLK gene for a role in SCN resistance.
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At the onset of this project, TILLING methodologies were just beginning to be
developed as a new reverse genetic tool for studying gene function in soybean.
The Rhg4 candidate LRR-RLK gene was one of the first soybean genes to be
successfully TILLED and validated the use of this approach in soybean (Meksem
et al., 2008). One of the TILLED mutants was identified to contain a nonsense
mutation that resulted in a premature stop codon in the LRR domain of the
protein. The mutation was confirmed in a segregating population of M3
individuals and plants homozygous for the mutation were identified. The
homozygous individuals were phenotyped for alterations in SCN resistance, but
no changes were observed. These results indicated that the LRR-RLK may not
be the gene responsible for SCN resistance, although the highly duplicated
nature of the soybean genome could not exclude the possibility of functional
redundancy. Through these analyses, a second closely related copy of the LRRRLK candidate gene was identified in the soybean genome. More recently, this
result was validated by the recent completion of the soybean (cv. Williams 82)
genome sequence (Schmutz et al, 2009). The second copy was found to be
located on chromosome 5 and therefore is not linked to copy I. Cloning and
sequencing of both LRR-RLK cDNA sequences from the susceptible soybean
cultivar, Essex, and the resistant soybean cultivar, Forrest, facilitated the use of
haplotype-based association analysis using a set of recombinant inbred lines
developed from a cross between Forrest and Essex that ruled out the possibility
of functional redundancy between these two genes in SCN resistance.
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Furthermore, this analysis did not correlate LRR-RLK copy I from Forrest with
resistance, consistent with the TILLING result. Complementation analysis was
employed as a final test of this LRR-RLK gene in SCN resistance. The LRR-RLK
candidate gene under control of the native promoter was expressed in hairy roots
generated using an SCN susceptible RIL that carries the Forrest Rhg1 allele, a
requirement of the bigenic nature of SCN resistance in Forrest. Transgenic roots
confirmed to be expressing the LRR-RLK sequence remained susceptible to
SCN. Taken together, the results from this study lead to the conclusion that the
candidate LRR-RLK gene mapped to the Rhg4 locus is not the correct gene for
SCN resistance. Indeed, LRR-RLK genes have been shown to be involved in
plant defense against pathogens and can function as receptors that detect
pathogen infection to trigger R gene-mediated resistance (Jones & Jones, 1997,
Song et al., 1995). Nonetheless, LRR-RLKs are also involved in many other
aspects of plant biology (Torii, 2004) including stem cell maintenance (Bishop &
Koncz, 2002), cell proliferation (Torii & S.E., 2000, Torii, 2000), hormone
perception (Torii, 2000), symbiosis (Kistner & Parniske, 2002), wounding
response (Scheer & Ryan, 2002) and non-host defense responses (GomezGomez & Boller, 2002). There are more than 200 members of the LRR-RLK
family in Arabidopsis (Shiu & Bleecker, 2001, Yin et al., 2002) and this class of
receptors is likely to be even more complex in the highly duplicated soybean
genome. The function of this LRR-RLK gene, while not important for SCN
resistance, may play an important role in other aspects of soybean biology.
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Future directions

Further fine mapping of the Rhg4 locus is underway to narrow down the region of
the soybean genome responsible for SCN resistance and identify additional
candidate genes for analysis. The recent completion of the soybean genome
sequence should expedite this process. The availability of the genome sequence
will aid in marker development, facilitate integration of physical and genetic maps
and help identify physical genetic intervals with QTLs. In addition, availability of
the soybean genome sequence will help overcome obstacles associated with
functional redundancy for characterizing gene function in soybean. Candidate
genes can be tested for a role in soybean resistance to SCN using approaches
described in this chapter (TILLING and complementation analysis) as well as
other reverse genetic approaches, such as RNAi and VIGS, which are under
development for their application to study SCN-soybean interactions.
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Chapter 3

THE ROLE OF SALICYLIC ACID IN SOYBEAN RESISTANCE TO
SOYBEAN CYST NEMATODE
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Abstract

Soybean cyst nematode (Heterodera glycines) is a devastating pathogen to
soybean worldwide. Despite a heavy reliance on natural resistance to control this
pest, little is known about phytohormone-mediated signal transduction in
soybean resistance to SCN.

The importance of salicylic acid (SA), a key

signaling molecule in plant resistance to biotrophic pathogens, is poorly
understood in plant-nematode interactions. During the compatible Arabidopsis H. schachtii interaction, SA was demonstrated to play a role in basal resistance
(Wubben et al., 2008), but the role of SA in R gene-mediated resistance of crop
plants to cyst nematodes remains unknown. In this study, the role of SA in basal
and R gene-mediated resistance of soybean to H. glycines was investigated. In
resistant and susceptible soybean, SA levels (Enyedi et al., 1992) were elevated
at early time points post-infection. The effect of reducing endogenous SA levels
in soybean on H. glycines infection was then tested by overexpressing salicylate
hydroxylase (nahG) in hairy roots. Transgenic nahG roots of the susceptible
genotype exhibited a hypersusceptible phenotype, while the H. glycines
phenotype of the resistant genotype remained unchanged. Nematode infection
phenotypes of susceptible nahG lines grown on media supplemented with BTH,
a functional analogue of SA, were similar to controls indicating that the
hypersusceptibility phenotype is likely a specific effect of reduced SA levels. The
inhibitory role of SA on soybean susceptibility to H. glycines was investigated
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further by exogenous application of SA to susceptible roots prior to nematode
inoculation. Susceptible roots grown on SA-containing medium exhibited
decreased susceptibility to H. glycines compared to roots grown on control
medium. Together, these data suggest that SA may play a role in basal
resistance, but may not play a major role in R gene-mediated resistance to H.
glycines.

Introduction

Despite the well documented studies of phytohormone-mediated resistance to
pathogens in aboveground portions of plants, phytohormone-mediated resistance
to belowground pathogens, including nematodes, is not well understood
(Rasmann & Agrawal, 2008). In a limited number of published papers, ethylene
(ET), jasmonic acid (JA), and salicylic acid (SA) have been investigated for their
role in plant defense against nematodes (Branch et al., 2004, Wubben et al.,
2008, Cooper et al., 2005, Wubben et al., 2001). ET was demonstrated to be
involved in the compatible interaction between Arabidopsis and the beet cyst
nematode (Heterodera schachtii) (Wubben et al., 2001). Foliar application of JA
was shown to enhance the resistance of susceptible tomato to root-knot
nematode (RKN; Meloidogyne incognita) (Cooper et al., 2005) infection,
implicating JA in basal resistance against this pest. Nematode infection assays
of the Arabidopsis SA-deficient mutants sid2-1 (isochorismate synthase) and
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pad4-1 (phytoalexin deficient), and transgenic plants expressing nahG were
found to be hypersusceptible to beet cyst nematode (Wubben et al., 2008).
Additionally, exogenous application of SA to wild-type Arabidopsis resulted in
decreased susceptibility to beet cyst nematode (Wubben et al., 2008). Together,
these data demonstrated that SA plays a role in basal resistance of Arabidopsis
to the beet cyst nematode (Wubben et al., 2008).

The role of SA in Mi-1-mediated resistance of tomato to RKN has also been
investigated, although contradictory studies make it difficult to discern whether it
plays a major role in resistance (Branch et al., 2004, Bhattarai et al., 2008).
Branch et al. (2004) generated nahG transgenic hairy roots from a nematode
resistant tomato line using Agrobacterium rhizogenes-mediated transformation to
test for a role of SA in resistance to root-knot nematode. Similar numbers of
nematodes were found to penetrate the roots of susceptible and resistant tomato;
however, the nematodes did not develop beyond the second-stage juvenile (J2)
life stage in the resistant line. In contrast, 20-38% more nematodes developed
beyond the J2 stage on the nahG lines compared to resistant controls.
Application of BTH, a functional analogue of SA that is not metabolized by nahG
(Lawton et al., 1996), fully restored resistance to the nahG transgenic roots
demonstrating that the observed decrease in resistance was due to SA. This
research demonstrated that SA is one of the players in R gene (Mi-1)-mediated
tomato resistance to root-knot nematode. However, in a subsequent study using
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stably transformed nahG tomato plants, Mi-1-mediated resistance to RKN was
not compromised. In addition, there was no increase in egg masses on the nahG
lines compared to the wild-type susceptible parent, suggesting that SA does not
play a role in basal defense of tomato to RKN. The discrepancy in the role of SA
in Mi-1-mediated resistance in these two papers could be explained by the
promoters used (CaMV35S promoter vs. enhanced CaMV35S) resulting in
different levels of SA reduction, and/or how resistance was measured (numbers
of developing nematodes at early timepoints vs. the number of egg masses or
eggs per gram of root at late timepoints). Collectively, these data indicate that
selection of a strong constitutive promoter may be needed to drive high levels of
nahG expression to achieve significant reductions in endogenous SA levels in
the root tissues of the host plant of interest in order to elucidate the role of SA in
plant resistance to nematodes. In addition, nematode development should be
assessed over a time course of infection on nahG lines.

To date, the role of SA in crop plant resistance to cyst nematodes has not been
reported. In this study, the role of SA in basal and R gene-mediated resistance of
soybean to H. glycines was investigated. First, SA was extracted and quantified
from susceptible and resistant soybean roots over a time course of nematode
infection. The effect of reducing endogenous SA levels in soybean on H. glycines
infection was then tested by overexpressing nahG (Gaffney et al. 1993) in
soybean hairy roots. Finally, SA was tested for an inhibitory role on soybean
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susceptibility to H. glycines following exogenous application of SA to susceptible
roots.

Materials and methods

Plant and nematode material
Soybean cyst nematode (SCN, Heterodera glycines Ichinohe) inbred line PA3
(Race 3; HG type 0) was cultured on soybean (Glycine max cv. Williams 82)
using standard procedures (Niblack et al., 1993). This culture was obtained from
a publicly available collection maintained at the University of Illinois.
Recombinant inbred lines were generated from a cross between soybean
cultivars Forrest (PA3-resistant) and Essex (PA3-susceptible) (Lightfoot et al.,
2005). RILs differing at the Rhg4 locus were selected for this study. The RIL line
ExF67 (Rhg1FRhg1FRhg4FRhg4F) is resistant to PA3 and the RIL line ExF63
(Rhg1FRhg1FRhg4ERhg4E) is susceptible to SCN PA3.

Bacterial strains
Escherichia coli strain DH5α was used for plasmid propagation. Agrobacterium
rhizogenes strain K599 was used for soybean hairy root transformation. E. coli
and A. rhizogenes were cultured in LB media (pH 7.0) with appropriate antibiotics
at 37°C and 28°C, respectively.
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Acid fuchsine staining
Root segments (~1 cm) spanning SCN infection sites were excised from soybean
roots at 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 days post-inoculation. The excised root segments were
incubated in 10% bleach solution for 7 min followed by a 20 min incubation in tap
water. 50 ml of water was brought to a boil in a glass beaker to which 1 ml of acid
fuchsine solution (0.35g acid fuchsine in 25 ml of acetic acid) was added. The
root segments were immediately transferred to the solution and boiled for 1 min.
The beaker was removed from the heat and the roots were incubated in the acid
fuchsine for 30 min. Root segments were rinsed with water and then incubated in
warm glycerin at 65°C overnight to destain before observing under a
stereomicroscope. Pictures were taken using a Leica MZFL Stereomicroscope
equipped with an optronics cooled camera.

Nematode infection assay
Soybean seeds were soaked in running tap water for 30 min, incubated for 10
min in 10% bleach, and then rinsed in running tap water for another 30 min.
Seeds were rolled in germination paper with hylum facing down and allowed to
germinate for 2 days at 28oC in the dark. Cysts were extracted from infested soil
by flotation in water and collected on a 250-μm sieve. Harvested cysts were
gently crushed using a drill press and the eggs collected on a 25-μm sieve
(Faghihi & Ferris, 2000). Eggs were further purified on a sucrose-density gradient.
Purified eggs were surface-sterilized in 0.02% sodium azide for 20 min, washed
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with sterile water, and set up to hatch at 27 oC on a modified Baermann pan for 3
days in antibiotic solution containing 1.5 mg/ml gentamicin and 0.05 mg/ml
nystatin. Freshly hatched juveniles (J2) were collected, washed with sterile water,
and resuspended in sterile 0.1% agarose at a concentration of 300 J2/100 µl.
Soybean seedlings (3-day-old) were inoculated with freshly hatched J2 according
to Mahalingam et al. (1998) with several modifications. A black dot was made
~1cm from the root tip of each seedling using a black Sharpie pen to mark the
precise location of root infection and facilitate the excision of infected tissues at
later timepoints. A 100 µl drop of nematode inoculum was applied at this site and
the infection was synchronized by gently washing the roots in tap water 24 hours
post-inoculation. The infected seedlings were rolled in germination paper and
placed vertically in a 1 liter beaker containing sterile Hoagland’s solution (1/100,
Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Seedlings were kept at 26°C under long-day (16h light/8h
dark) light conditions in a plant growth chamber. Glass Pasteur pipettes attached
to an aquarium pump were used to provide constant aeration of the roots. The
nematode infection process was monitored by staining a portion of collected
roots with acid fuchsine (Daykin, 1985). Samples were collected at 0, 2, 4 and 6
days post-inoculation by excising root pieces of ~1cm in length spanning the
zone of infection, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until
they were used for SA extraction.

Exogenous SA and BTH treatment
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Soybean seeds were placed in glass Petri dishes in a desiccator and sterilized
with chlorine gas generated by mixing 100 ml of household bleach with 3.5 ml of
12N hydrochloric acid in a beaker and placing it in the desiccator with the seeds
for 16h. Sterilized seeds were germinated in square Petri dishes on ¼X
Gamborg’s B-5 medium [Gamborg’s B-5 basal medium with minimal organics
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 0.8% Type A agar (Sigma), pH 5.7] for 4 days before
they were root tip propagated to MXB agar medium [MS basal nutrient salts
(Caisson Laboratories, North Logan, UT), 1× Gamborg’s B-5 vitamins (Sigma),
3% sucrose, 0.8% Type A agar (Sigma), pH 5.7] with or without the addition of
salicylic acid (SA; Sigma). SA was dissolved in methanol. Benzothiadiazole (BTH,
Actigard 50GS WG, Syngenta Crop Protection) was dissolved in water and filter
sterilized. For exogenous SA assays, roots were grown for either 2 days or 8
days on SA-containing media prior to inoculation. Freshly hatched juveniles (J2)
were surface-sterilized in a solution containing 0.01% mercuric chloride, 0.001%
Triton X-100, and 0.02% sodium azide for 7 min. Juveniles were washed four
times with sterile water and resuspended in sterile 0.1% agarose at a
concentration of 450 J2/25 µl 0.1% agarose. Each root was inoculated with 25 μl
of inoculum. Cysts were counted at 30 dpi. BTH was used at a final concentration
of 100 µM. Transgenic nahG roots were recovered following nematode infection
(30 dpi) and were grown on media containing BTH for 8 days prior to inoculation
of each root with 450 surface-sterilized J2 in 25 µl 0.1% agarose. Cysts were
counted at 30 dpi.
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SA extraction and quantification
Frozen root tissue (0.2-0.4 g) from a minimum of 10 different roots was extracted
and quantified for free and total SA according to Dewdney et al. (2000). The
tissue was homogenized in 3 ml of 90% methanol with the addition of 19 μg οanisic acid (Acros Organics) for normalization of samples. Samples were
vortexed for 20 min at room temperature followed by centrifugation for 20 min at
1700 xg. After centrifugation the pellets were re-extracted with 2 ml 90%
methanol. The supernatants were combined and divided into two equal volumes
(for free and total SA extraction separately). The samples were dried down in a
speed vacuum with heat. For isolation of total SA, 500 µl β-glucosidase (80U ml-1
in 100 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.2; Fluka, β-glucosidase from almonds) was
added and the sample was incubated at 37°C for 90 min. 2.5 ml of 5%
trichloroacetic acid was added into the portion for free SA and total SA after
incubation, and then the samples were vortexed for 5 minutes. SA was then
purified by organic extraction with 2.5 ml volumes of ethylacetate–cyclopentaneisopropanol (v/v/v, 50:50:1). The organic phase containing the SA was dried in a
speed vacuum under gas nitrogen with heat. The SA sample was re-suspended
in 100% methanol and filtered through a 0.1 µm filter (Anotop10, Whatman,
England) before HPLC.

HPLC separation was performed on a Beckman system Gold162 solvent module
with a FP-1520 fluorescence detector (JASCO, Japan) according to the method
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described by Dewdney et al. (2000). A Pinnacle II C18 5µm 150 x 4.6 mm
column (RESTEK) was used. The column was first equilibrated in 15%
acetonitrile with 85% 25mM KH 2PO4 pH 2.6 at a flow rate of 1.0ml min -1. A 30 µl
sample was injected to make sure an equal volume (10 µl) of each sample was
loaded to the column. The elution program was set as follows: 15% acetonitrile,
pH 2.6 for 1 min, followed by a linear decrease of 25 mM KH 2PO4, pH 2.6 to 80%
over 5 min, isocratic flow at 80% for 10 min, a linear decrease of 25 mM KH 2PO4
pH 2.6 from 80% to 45% over 17.5 min, then to 10% in 5 min. The column was
washed with 50:50 (V/V) acetonitrile:water to reduce possible salt precipitation
between subsets of samples. SA and o-anisic acid were quantified using a
fluorescence detector programmed to 305nm excitation/407nm emission
wavelengths. Calibration curves for SA and o-anisic acid were developed (Figure
A.9). Y=325.05 + 0.15X R2=0.9963 for SA and Y=20.317+0.0519*X with an R2
=0.9984 for o-anisic acid where X is in area units x10 -4 and Y is in ng. Elution
times were 10.3 min for o-anisic acid and 22.1 min for SA.

Several unknown compounds were extracted with SA from soybean hairy roots
using the procedure described above. As a result, it was not possible to separate
these unknown components from SA using acetonitrile and KH2PO4 as the
mobile phase for HPLC. Instead, a mobile phase consisting of methanol and
potassium acetate (Wubben et al., 2008) was found to be suitable for separating
SA from these components. Consequently, ο-anisic acid could not be used as an
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internal standard because it had the same retention time as SA under this mobile
phase. The HPLC elution program was set as follows: 25% methanol with 20 mM
potassium acetate (pH 5.0) from 0-4.5 min and increasing methanol to 70% from
4.5 to 10.5 min. Maintain in 70% methanol until 13.9 min. From 13.9-14 min
methanol was decreased to 25% and maintained at 25% for 2 min. The elution
time for SA is approximately 5.1 min. The flow rate was 1ml/min for the whole
process. SA was quantified using a fluorescence detector programmed to 295
nm excitation/405 nm emission wavelengths.

LC-MS/MS was performed using a Thermo-Finnigan TSQ7000 triple-quadrupole
mass spectrometer equipped with a UV6000 LPdiode-array detector. SA
samples were eluted in Phenomenex Luna 5µm C18(2) 100A, 2.0X150mm
columns with methanol and 10mM NH4OOCH mobile phase. The gradient
program was set as follows: 0-16 min, 95% NH4COOH; 16-18 min, 100%
methanol; 20-24 min, 95% NH4COOH. Flow rate was 0.25 ml/min. For SA
fragmentation the following parameters were used: negative mode; collision
energy: 25V; set mass: 137; capillary temperature: 300°C; spray voltage: 3.5kV.

RNA extraction and qRT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from soybean root tissues using the RNeasy Plant Mini
kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA was treated
with RNase-free DNaseI (Qiagen) and cDNA was synthesized using a 1 st Strand
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cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche). Expression levels were quantified by qRT-PCR on
an ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) using the SYBR
GREEN PCR Master kit (Applied Biosystem). Cycling conditions were as follows:
50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 10 min, 95°C for 15 sec and repeated for 45 cycles,
60°C for 1 min. The soybean GAPDH gene (Genbank Accession AW348911)
was used as an internal control. The following primer sets were used:
GmGAPDH,

GmGAPDHRT-F,

5’-AGCCTCACTGTGAGGTCAACAA-3’

and

GmGAPDHRT-R,5’-TGAATGGA AAATTGACTGGTATGG-3’; GmPR1 (Genbank
Accession BU577813), GmPR1qRTF1, 5’- AACTATGCTCCCCCTGGCAACTAT
ATTG-3’ and GmPR1qRTR1, 5’-TCTGAAGTGGTAGCTTCTACATCGAAACAA3’; GmRAR1 (Genbank Accession FJ222386), GmRAR1qRT-F, 5’-TGTCAGCAG
GGTTTCTTTTGC and GmRAR1qRT-R, 5’-GCGGCCTTGTCTCCAATAATATT-3’.
PCR efficiency was calculated using linear regression in LinRegPCR program
(Schefe et al., 2006, Ramakers et al., 2003, Marisa et al., 2005) and determined
to be >1.68 for all the samples with an R 2 >0.9975. The cycle threshold (Ct)
value for SA responsive genes was subtracted from the Ct of GAPDH. The
expression level of each gene was calculated as PCR efficiency ^-Δ Ct.

nahG overexpression construct
The CaMV35S promoter in binary vector pMD1 (Tai et al., 1999) was removed
using BamHI and HindIII and replaced with the figwort mosaic virus (FMV)
promoter (Maiti et al., 1997, Sanger et al., 1990) to generate the binary vector
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pMFMV. The FMV promoter was amplified from CGT11017A plasmid (Libault et
al., 2009) using primers, FMV-FHindIII, 5’-GCCCAAGCTTCAAAATATTTAGCAG
CATTCCAGATT-3’ and FMV-RBamHI, 5’-GCGCGGATCCATTGGTTCAGTATCT
GATGATCCTT-3’ containing HindIII and BamHI restriction sites. The nahG gene
was amplified from pCIB200 (Gaffney et al., 1993) using primers, NahGBamHIF,
5’-CGCGGATCCATGAAAAACAATAAACTTGGCTT-5’

and

NahGXholR,

5’-

CCGCTCGAGTCACCCTTGACGTAGCGCA-3’ containing BamHI and XhoI
restriction sites and cloned into pMFMV. Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were
performed using Pfu DNA polymerase (Fermentas). PCR products were purified
using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Maryland U.S.A). Plasmid DNA was
propagated in E. coli and isolated using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen,
Maryland,

U.S.A)

according

to

the

manufacturer’s

instructions.

DNA

concentration was determined using a ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop,
Wilmington, DE). Constructs were sequenced to confirm that there were no
mutations.

Hairy root generation
Soybean seeds were placed in glass Petri dishes and sterilized with chlorine gas
in a desiccator for 16 h by mixing 100 ml of household bleach with 3.5 ml of 12N
hydrochloric acid in a beaker and placing it in the desiccator with the seeds.
Sterilized seeds were germinated in deep well Petri dishes on ¼X Gamborg’s B5 medium [Gamborg’s B-5 basal medium with minimal organics (Sigma, St. Louis,
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MO), 0.8% Type A agar (Sigma), pH 5.7] for 8 days. Cut cotyledons were
vacuum infiltrated for 20 min with an overnight culture of Agrobacterium
rhizogenes strain K599 (transformed with the either pMFMV-nahG or pMFMV)
resuspended in ¼X Gamborg’s B-5 liquid medium to an OD600 of 0.2 to 0.3 and
placed in Petri dishes on chromatography paper pre-wetted with ¼X Gamborg’s
liquid media. Cotyledons were incubated for 3 days in a 26 oC growth chamber
set for long day (16h light:8h dark) conditions. After 3 days, cotyledons were
washed for 1 hour on a rotary shaker with ¼X Gamborg’s liquid media
supplemented with 238 µg/ml timentin (GlaxoSmithKline). Cut cotyledons were
placed vertically (cut end up) into MXB agar plates supplemented with 238 µg/ml
timentin and 200 µg/ml kanamycin. Plates were incubated in a 26 oC growth
chamber set for long days. Fourteen days post-inoculation hairy roots emerging
from the callus formed on the cut cotyledons were root tip propagated onto MXB
media supplemented with 238 µg/ml timentin and 200 µg/ml kanamycin. Hairy
roots were passed three times on new media to select transformed roots and
remove contaminating Agrobacterium prior to use in nematode infection assays.
nahG expression was confirmed in a subset of hairy root lines by qPCR using
primers NahG

qRT-PCRF2,

NahGqRT-PCRR2,

5’-GCATCGACGAGCACTTGGT-3’

5’-TCACTGGAAAGGTGAGGATATGG-3’.

and

Transgenic

soybean hairy root tissues were harvested from cultures after cyst counting (30
dpi), frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C (Bowling et al., 1994, Wubben
et al., 2008) until used for SA extraction.
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Results
Resistance to SCN in ExF67 is characterized as a rapid HR
To determine the timing and nature of the resistance response mediated by Rhg4
in ExF67, nematode development was monitored by acid fuchsine staining. In
both the resistant ExF67 and susceptible ExF63 lines infective juveniles
penetrated the roots (Figure 3.1A, B). However, a rapid hypersensitive response
(HR) was observed as necrosis near the head of the nematode in the resistant
ExF67 line by 2 dpi when nematodes were initiating the establishment of a
syncytium (Figure 3.1B). The HR became more pronounced at later time points
(Figure 3.1D, F, H, J). In contrast, the HR response was rarely observed in the
susceptible ExF63 line (Figure 3.1A, C, E, G, I). The disruption of syncytia
formation in the resistant ExF67 line correlated with the delayed development of
SCN (Figure 3.1J), which did not mature beyond the J2 stage, as compared to
nematodes developing in the susceptible ExF63 line (Figure 3.1I). By 10 dpi,
nematodes had developed into J4 females on the susceptible ExF63 line
whereas on the resistant ExF67 line the nematodes had not yet molted to the J3
stage. These data confirmed that the resistance response mediated by Rhg4 in
ExF67 is a rapid hypersensitive response that occurs as early as 2 dpi to
effectively limit syncytium formation and further nematode development.

Quantification of endogenous SA levels in soybean in response to SCN
infection
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Resistance to biotrophic pathogens that has been characterized as an HR is
generally mediated by SA (Greenberg, 1997, Greenberg & Yao, 2004). The rapid
HR associated with ExF67 resistance to SCN suggested that SA may play an
important role in resistance mediated by Rhg4. To test this hypothesis,
endogenous SA levels were quantified in susceptible ExF63 and resistant ExF67
roots in response to SCN infection at 0, 2, 4, and 6 dpi. To accurately quantify SA
in soybean roots, an internal standard for SA extraction was developed using οanisic acid (Dewdney et al., 2000). LC-MS/MS analysis confirmed the presence
of SA in soybean extracts that has the same retention time as the SA standard
(Figure A.10) Roots of ExF63 and ExF67 had similar levels of endogenous SA in
the absence of nematode infection (Figure 3.2). In addition, free and total SA
levels increased in response to nematode infection in both lines, although the
timing of the response and levels of increase differed. Interestingly, very little
increase in total (0.24%) and free (13.8%) SA levels were measured in ExF63 at
2dpi as compared to increases of total (21.2%) and free (28.9%) SA levels in
ExF67 (Figure 3.2). At 4dpi, total (86.7%) and free (314.1%) SA levels were still
increased in ExF67 (Figure 3.2A). Total (24.6%) and free (43.2%) SA levels were
also increased in ExF63 at 4dpi (Figure 3.2B), although not to the extent
observed in ExF67 (Figure 3.2A). At 6dpi, an increase in both total (33.8%) and
free (36%) SA levels was measured in ExF67 (Figure 3.2A; however, an increase
in total SA (86.8%), but a significant decrease in free SA (-62.1%) levels was
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measured in ExF63 (Figure 3.2B). These results represent data from a single
biological replicate and need to confirmed.

Cyst numbers increase on nahG transgenic roots of ExF63
Mutations in components of SA signaling have contributed much to our
understanding of this pathway in Arabidopsis. However, there are no existing SA
signaling mutants in soybean and consequently we have a very limited
understanding of SA signaling in this crop plant. Therefore, nahG expression in
soybean was used as a tool to alter SA levels in soybean and test for a role of
SA in resistance to SCN. The development of stably transformed nahG plants
and transgenic hairy roots of different species including tobacco (Gaffney et al.,
1993), Arabidopsis (Delaney et al., 1994), tomato (Branch et al., 2004a),
legumes (Stacey et al., 2006), rice (Yang et al., 2004), and poplar (Morse et al.,
2007) have been well documented. Because the CaMV35S promoter has a weak
ability to drive the expression of GUS in soybean hairy roots (Govindarajulu et al.,
2008) and it is downregulated in syncytia at later timepoints (Goverse et al., 1998,
Bertioli et al., 1999), the figwort mosaic virus (FMV) promoter was chosen to
drive expression of nahG in soybean hairy roots (Figure 3.3). The FMV promoter
(Sanger et al., 1990, Maiti et al., 1997) has been shown to be highly expressed in
soybean hairy roots (Govindarajulu et al., 2008), although its expression in
syncytia was not investigated.
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nahG expression was confirmed in selected transgenic lines by qPCR (Figure
A.11). In addition, both free and total SA levels were measured in a subset of
nahG transgenic lines and found to be significantly reduced as compared to SA
levels in pMFMV vector control lines (Figure 3.4).

Although SA levels were

significantly decreased in nahG transgenic lines of the SCN resistant ExF67 RIL,
the roots were still resistant to SCN (Figure 3.5). Although cyst counts were not
statistically significantly different from controls, nahG transgenic roots generated
from the SCN susceptible RIL, ExF63, exhibited a slight, but consistent, increase
in cyst numbers across three independent biological replicates (Figure 3.5). This
observation warrants further investigation to determine whether SA may be
contributing to basal resistance of soybean to SCN.

Because nahG expression in plants has been shown to have pleiotropic effects
(Heck et al., 2003, Van Wees & Glazebrook, 2003), a specific role for SA in the
observed hypersusceptible phenotype of ExF63 nahG transgenic lines was
assessed using benzothiadiazole (BTH), a functional analog of SA that cannot be
degraded by nahG (Friedrich et al., 1993). In one biological replicate, the
nematode infection phenotypes of ExF63 nahG lines grown on media
supplemented with 100 μM BTH were similar to vector control lines (Figure 3.6).
These data suggest that the hypersusceptibility phenotype is likely a specific
effect of reduced SA levels in nahG transgenic hairy roots of ExF63. However,
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BTH alone was not sufficient to confer resistance in this assay. A second
biological replicate is underway to confirm these observations.

Exogenous SA treatment decreased susceptibility of ExF63 to SCN
In general, two methods have been used to increase SA levels in plants;
overexpression of the bacterial enzymes ICS (isochorismate synthase) or IPL
(isochorismate pyruvate lyase) (Verberne et al., 2000, Mauch et al., 2001) and
exogenous application of SA to plants. The first method has been utilized to
increase SA content in tobacco and Arabidopsis, but this method has received
limited use since system compatibility needs to be considered across different
plant species. In contrast, the second method has been widely used in studies of
SA based on its applicability to various plants. To further investigate the
observed role of SA in basal defense, soybean roots were treated exogenously
with SA prior to SCN infection and parasitic success was measured.

To determine the appropriate concentration of SA to use for exogenous
treatment of soybean roots, SA concentrations of 25 µM, 50 µM, 100 µM, 200 µM,
and 300 μM were first tested. Soybean root explants of the susceptible ExF63
were grown on MXB agar medium containing methanol or SA for 8 days prior to
nematode inoculation. Adverse effects on root growth were observed by 8 days
when roots were grown on media containing 100 µM, 200 µM, and 300 μM SA
(Figure 3.7). In contrast, root growth appeared normal when roots were grown
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for 8 days on media containing 25 µM or 50 µM SA (Figure 3.7), although
continuous exposure of roots to 25 µM or 50 µM SA, ultimately compromised
lateral root development (Figure 3.8).

Based on these results, infective juveniles were spot inoculated approximately
1cm above the root tip of roots grown on media containing 50 µM SA for 2 and 8
days and kept on SA-containing media until cysts were counted at 30 dpi.
Nematode penetration was not affected in roots grown on 50 µM SA for 8 days
as compared to control roots (Figure A.12). Both SA pretreatments resulted in
increased expression of the SA-responsive soybean defense genes, GmPR1 and
GmRAR1 (Fu et al., 2009, Mazarei et al., 2007) (Figure 3.9), indicating that the
roots were responding to the SA treatment.

Interestingly, exposure of roots to SA for 8 days, but not 2 days, prior to
nematode inoculation resulted in a statistically significant reduction in cyst
numbers on susceptible ExF63 roots as compared to controls (Figure 3.10).
These data demonstrated that the adverse effects on lateral root growth did not
influence nematode development in this assay. In addition, when roots exposed
to SA for 8 days were transferred to media without SA following nematode
inoculation, no differences in cyst numbers were observed (Figure 3.11). These
data indicated that continuous exposure of the roots to SA was required for the
observed increased resistance of ExF63. Together, these data suggest that
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exogenous application of SA may increase the basal resistance of the
susceptible genotype or partially restore components of R gene-mediated
resistance to SCN.
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Figure 3.1. Characterization of ExF67 resistance to SCN. (A,C,E,G,I) Susceptible
ExF63 does not exhibit an HR in response to SCN infection and nematodes
develop normally. (B,D,F,H,J) Resistant RIL ExF67 exhibits a strong HR in
response to SCN at feeding sites resulting in delayed SCN development. (A-B)
2dpi, (C-D) 4dpi, (E-F) 6dpi, (G-H) 8dpi, (I-J) 10dpi.
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Figure 3.2. Endogenous SA levels in resistant and susceptible soybean roots
increase in response to SCN infection. dpi = days post-inoculation. These results
represent data from a single biological replicate.
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FMV

nahG

Figure 3.3. Binary construct developed for FMV-driven expression of nahG.
NPTII, kanamycin resistance; NOS, nopaline synthase; nahG, salicylate
hydroxylase; FMV, figwort mosaic virus promoter.
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Figure 3.4. SA levels were significantly reduced in nahG transgenic lines of both
ExF67 and ExF63. Free and total SA levels were quantified using HPLC. Three
independent nahG transgenic lines of ExF67 (cyst number: 0, 1, 0) and three
independent vector control lines of ExF67 (cyst number: 0, 3, 1) were analyzed.
Five independent nahG transgenic lines of ExF63 (cyst number: 7, 15, 6, 24, 13)
and five independent vector control lines of ExF63 (cyst number: 8, 9, 17, 11, 13)
were analyzed. Stars denote significant differences at P<0.001 as analyzed by a
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test.
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Figure 3.5. Nematode development on nahG transgenic soybean hairy root lines.
Cysts were counted at 30dpi on nahG transgenic lines of ExF67, vector control
lines of ExF67, nahG transgenic lines of ExF63 and vector control lines of ExF63.
A minimum of nine independent transgenic lines were analyzed for each
treatment. 67 = resistant line ExF67, 63 = susceptible line ExF63. No significant
differences were detected at P < 0.05 as analyzed by a Student’s T-test. Error
bars represent standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3.6. Nematode development on nahG transgenic lines grown on BTHcontaining media. Cysts were counted at 30dpi on nahG transgenic lines of
ExF63, vector control lines of ExF63, and nahG transgenic lines of ExF63 grown
on media containing 100 μM BTH. A minimum of twelve independent transgenic
lines were analyzed for each treatment. No significant differences were detected
at P < 0.05 as analyzed by a Student’s T-test. Error bars represent standard error
of the mean. These results represent data from a single biological replicate.
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Figure 3.7. Effects of different concentrations of SA on ExF63 root growth.
Adverse effects on ExF63 root growth was observed on 100 μM, 200 µM, and
300 µM before nematode inoculation; 50 μM was selected for root treatment.
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Figure 3.8. Long-term adverse effects of 50 µM SA on ExF63 lateral root growth.
30-day-old roots. PT= pretreatment.
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Figure 3.9. Expression of GmPR1 and GmRAR1 increases in soybean roots in
response to exogenous application of 50 μM SA. GmPR1 and GmRAR1 show
increased expression following a 2 day or 8 day pretreatment with 50 μM SA.
These results represent data from a single biological replicate.
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Figure 3.10. Exogenous SA treatment decreased susceptibility of ExF63 to SCN.
Cysts were counted at 30dpi for ExF67 and ExF63 roots grown on media with or
without SA (50 µM) for 2 days or 8 days prior to nematode inoculation. A
minimum of 21 roots were analyzed per treatment. Four biological replicates
were conducted. Error bars represent standard error of the mean and stars
denote a significant difference at P<0.05 as analyzed by a Student’s T-test.
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Figure 3.11. Continuous exposure to SA following nematode inoculation is
required for the enhanced resistance of ExF63 to SCN. Cysts were counted at
30dpi. A minimum of fourteen roots were analyzed per treatment. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean and stars denote a significant difference at
P<0.001 analyzed by a Student’s T-test. These results represent data from a
single biological replicate.
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Discussion
Previous studies have indicated that SA is a component of R gene-mediated
resistance to root-knot nematode and also plays a role in basal resistance of
Arabidopsis to the beet cyst nematode. In this study, the role of SA in basal
resistance and R gene-mediated resistance of soybean to SCN was investigated.
Free and total SA levels were found to increase in response to SCN infection in
both susceptible and resistant soybean. However, the increase occurred earlier
(2dpi) in the resistant line compared to the susceptible line (4dpi). In addition, the
percent increase in free SA levels was much higher in the resistant line as
compared to the susceptible line at 2dpi (28.9% vs. 13.8%) and 4dpi (314.1% vs.
43.2%). The increased SA levels in ExF67 correlated with the timing of the HR
observed in response to SCN feeding. However, these data need to be
confirmed by a second biological replicate of this experiment. When endogenous
SA levels were reduced in susceptible and resistant soybean by expressing
nahG in hairy roots, the SCN phenotype of the resistant line remained
unchanged, whereas the susceptible line exhibited a slight, although not
statistically significant, increase in cyst numbers in four biological replicates that
was reversed by addition of BTH to the growth medium. Furthermore, roots
grown on SA containing media for 8 days prior to inoculation with nematodes
exhibited decreased susceptibility to SCN. Together, these data suggest that SA
may play a role in basal resistance of soybean to SCN, but may not function in R
gene-mediated resistance.
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There are several possible explanations for the unaltered resistance phenotype
of the ExF67 nahG transgenic lines that need to be considered before SA can be
excluded from a role in R gene-mediated resistance to SCN. First, SA levels in
the nahG transgenic lines are reduced, but not completely abolished. Thus, it is
possible that low levels of SA are sufficient for resistance. Although the FMV
promoter has been shown to be expressed at high levels in soybean hairy roots,
its expression in syncytia has not been investigated. High levels of expression of
nahG within the feeding cells may be required in order to reduce SA levels
enough to observe a phenotype. The use of a nematode-inducible promoter for
these studies should be investigated. Second, decreased levels of SA in the
resistant line may allow nematodes to develop beyond the J2 stage, but low
levels are still effective in preventing the nematodes from reaching the adult
female life stage. In this study, adult females were counted at 30 dpi. To address
this possibility, a time-course analysis of nematode development on the nahG
lines should be conducted.

Interestingly, reducing endogenous SA levels in the susceptible soybean line
resulted in a slight increase in susceptibility to SCN, whereas exogenous
application of SA to susceptible soybean roots decreased susceptibility to SCN.
Although the slight increase in nematode numbers on the nahG lines was not
statistically significantly different from the controls, it was reproducible in four
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biological replicates. This result might be attributed to the high level of variability
in this type of in vitro infection experiment, which does not allow for synchronous
infection and is limited in detecting changes in altered susceptibility. Alternatively,
this result may be biologically relevant but because cysts counts were averaged
across transgenic lines that were not selected based on nahG expression levels
or endogenous SA levels, significant differences in cyst counts between nahG
transgenic lines with low SA levels and vector controls may have been diluted out.
In addition to using another promoter, experiments analyzing only transgenic
lines selected to have high nahG expression levels and/or low SA levels may
improve this result. The hypersusceptible phenotype of the nahG lines also
appears to be specific to the reduction in endogenous SA levels. The nematode
infection phenotype of nahG lines grown on BTH containing media was similar to
controls. This experiment however was only conducted once; therefore,
additional biological replicates are needed to confirm this result.

In contrast to the subtle effects of reducing endogenous SA levels in susceptible
soybean on SCN infection, exogenous application of SA to susceptible soybean
roots resulted in statistically significant reductions in nematode numbers
compared to controls. Interestingly, exposure to SA for 8 days, but not 2 days
prior to nematode inoculation, followed by continuous treatment thereafter, was
required for the observed effect. It is not entirely clear why an 8-day pretreatment
with SA, but not a 2-day pretreatment with SA, resulted in decreased
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susceptibility to SCN. Based on the expression of SA-responsive genes, it has
been shown that roots elicit a weaker response to SA application than foliar
tissues (Mazarei et al., 2007). One possibility is that defense responses of roots
treated with SA for 2 days are not sufficiently primed as compared to roots
treated with SA for 8 days prior to inoculation with nematodes. Although the
expression of the SA-responsive soybean genes, GmPR1 and GmRAR1 was
increased in response to exogenous treatment of roots with SA, which suggested
that SA signaling in soybean was activated, this occurred in roots treated with SA
for either 2 days or 8 days prior to nematode inoculation.

The results of this study add to our current knowledge of the defense responses
of underground parts of plants against pathogens and extends our limited
understanding of the interaction between soybean and SCN. SCN penetrates
into the roots of host plants and migrates intracellularly through root tissues
towards the vasculature. The nematode then initiates syncytium formation by
secreting effector proteins into a selected host cell. This study suggests that
plants may recognize the penetration of SCN and then counterattack by
activating basal defense responses involving SA to prevent SCN from feeding.
However, effectors that are secreted by SCN could manipulate or suppress this
basal resistance leaving the plants susceptible to attack. SA has not only been
shown to be involved in basal resistance to nematodes (Wubben et al., 2008),
but also to other pathogens. Recently, SA was shown to be involved in basal
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resistance of potato to a fungal pathogen (Halim et al., 2004, Halim et al., 2009),
which indicates that the involvement of SA in basal resistance to pathogen attack
may be a common defense mechanism of plants against pathogens.

Future Directions

Several additional experiments are underway to confirm and extend the results
described in this Chapter. First, the quantification of endogenous SA levels in
soybean roots in response to nematodes needs to be repeated. A second
infection assay of ExF63 nahG lines grown on BTH is in progress. To further
explore the role of SA in R gene-mediated resistance to SCN, nematode
development is currently being monitored in nahG hairy roots at early time points
after infection compared to controls. In addition, the use of the SCN-responsive
promoter, GmNHL2, which has been shown to be strongly upregulated
specifically within syncytia formed on resistant soybean, should be explored to
drive nahG expression.
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Figure A.1. Genotyping of GmRhg4L417F TILLING mutants.
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Figure A.5. Genotyping GmRhg4 TILLING mutant Q263* using M2 primer set
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Figure A.6. Genotyping GmRhg4 TILLING mutant Q263* using 423 primer set.
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Figure A.7. Predicted protein structures of Forrest and Essex LRR-RLK copy I (A)
and II (B) sequences.
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Figure A.8. DNA blot analysis of 100B10 using a probe corresponding to the
sequence encoding the LRR domain of LRR-RLKFI. Digestion with EcoRI
resulted in a single hybridizing band of approximately 9.5kb. Double digestion
with EcoRI and ApaI resulted in only one band of 9.5 kb.
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Figure A.11. The expression of nahG in transgenic hairy roots.
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Figure A.12. SCN penetration in SA treated EXF63 roots. A minimum of 10
infected roots were stained with acid fuchsine and counted. The experiment was
repeated twice with similar results. No statistically significant difference was
detected at P<0.05 as analyzed by a Student’s T-test.
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